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that captures the physics of the velocity evolution. Using this procedure we can easily produce
at least 106 velocity transitions to train the model.
This idea has been previously tested for velocity
processes [2, 3] and shown to be very promising.
The key question to answer is how to compute the
transition probabilities for the Markov model. In
this work, we model these transition probabilities using both transition matrices (using discrete
states) and kernel density estimation (KDE).

Transport in porous media is a highly uncertain
physical phenomena. Modeling this type of ow
regime is important in a wide range of elds such
as contaminant ow, ground-water pollution or
ow in fractures from fracking. However all of
these physical problems suer from a great deal of
uncertainty. This uncertainty stems from the lack
of data of the governing parameters of the porous
medium. More specically diusion type models
have been developed for this problem. However
due to the uncertainty in the model parameters 2
Problem description
the diusion coecient is considered to be a random eld, i.e.
In this project we analyzed velocity statistics
from particles released in dierent realizations
of a random network. The studied network are
K(x, y)
structured networks where the transmissibility
∇p
u=−
µ
between two nodes is a random variable with a
∇.u = q
log-normal distribution [5]. A schematic of such
network is shown in Fig. 1. This is representative
where K(x, y) is permeability, which describes of the pore-network in a typical geological rock.
the geology of the model, µ is the uid viscosity, In each realization of the network, multiple
u is the uid velocity and p(x, y) is the pressure particles are released at the center of the left
eld. Since K(x, y) is highly uncertain, many boundary. The particles follow the ow in the
realizations of a geological model are used to network using the following rules: 1- at each
describe the statistics of the contaminant ow in node the particle can choose from all the links
a Monte Carlo framework. This current physics- connected to nodes with lower pressure values. 2based framework to model each realization is The probability of choosing a link is proportional
computationally expensive, thus not suitable for to the ow in that link.
large problems that are of practical interest. This
project aims to use machine learning to replace The raw attributes generated from this particle
(i)
(i)
(i)
the physics-based part of the workow.
tracking procedure are xn and yn and tn ,
(i)
(i)
where xn and yn are the position of particle i
(i)
This physical model is used to generate training after n transitions and tn is the elapsed time
data for our statistical model. More specically, to get to that position. Given these trajectories
we consider many realizations of a smaller phys- for all particles we can obtain the concentration
ical domain that is feasible to model. Then we map for the contaminant at a given time less
(i)
track contaminant uid particles in those real- than tmax = mini maxn tn , which is the largest
izations by evolving their velocity using the re- time where we have the position of all particles.
sulting velocity eld in the physics-based model. Alternatively, one can obtain the distribution
The velocity process for each particle serves as of th (X), the time required for the contaminant
our training data. We then train a Markov model particles to reach a certain location X. This
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would allow us to eciently march particles with
length steps equal to the length of the links, l, in
the underlying simulations. However l is typically
much smaller than scale of distances of practical
interest. A key idea used here to further improve
computational eciency is to combine multiple
velocity transitions together. This is done by averaging the velocity over time steps ∆ts which we
choose as the stencil time. The stencil time is chosen such that it is at least one order of magnitude
larger than δt, which is the median time required
for one velocity transition. We choose the median time as a time scale to have a measure that
is not sensitive to the outliers in the transition
time data.
Figure 1: Schematic of the random network.
Adapted from [2].
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is also commonly known as the breakthrough
curve. This is a commonly used statistics in
the hydrology industry to examine the ow of
a particular contaminant. However, nding the
statistics of th for positions far away from the
injection well is computationally very expensive
using physics-based simulations. Our goal here
is to train a Markov model that can eciently
predict th (X) were X is further than the points
observed in the training set. This will allow us
to make predictions of particle positions as a
Markov model rather than the typical computationally expensive physics simulations.

Methodology

The time averaged velocity processes obtained
from the raw attributes are rst converted to polar coordinates.
(i) (i)
v(i)
n = [vn , θn ],

(4)

(i)

where vn is the magnitude of the velocity
(i)
vector and θn is the direction angle. What
remains is to estimate the transition probability (P (vin+1 |vin )) between dierent v and
θ pairs. Once we have the transition probabilities and initial velocities, we can model
the movement of these particles as a Markov
process and predict the same concentration maps
and other results from a physics based simulator
but for a signicantly smaller computational cost.

To achieve this goal, we assume the velocity is
stationary and model the velocity of the parti(i)
cles, vn , as a Markov process. One can use the
velocities obtained directly from the training data
(i) (i) (i)
(xn , yn , tn ).

vn(i) = [vx(i) , vy(i) ]Tn ,where

(1) We estimate the transition probabilities using discrete transition matrices and kernel density esti−
(i)
(2) mation. For each method we perform simulations
vx =
−
and calculate the prediction error in two settings:
(i)
1) we use all the available data and test on the
− yn
vy(i) =
.
(3)
training set and 2) we use only 20 percent of ve(i)
− tn
locity time series available to us for training the
A Markovian model based on these velocities model and we perform testing on later times.
(i)
xn+1
(i)
tn+1
(i)
yn+1
(i)
tn+1

(i)
xn
,
(i)
tn
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3.1

Modeling using a discrete tran-

1.2 ×10

sition matrix

−2

j = 86

1.0

probability

In this method we estimate the transition
0.8
probability using discrete bins for v and θ.
0.6
The observed velocity vectors are then binned
into nv velocity and nθ angle bins. To further
0.4
dierentiate between the low and high velocity
data : lag = 5
0.2
values, bins for the velocity are constructed using
T (i, j)5
log(v (i) ). The velocity bin edges are chosen such
0.0
0
20
40
60
80
100
that each bin has approximately equal probabilnext class
ity. To capture the eect of very low and high
velocity values the velocity classes corresponding
to these values are further rened. The angle Figure 2: Probability of the velocity class after
is discretized linearly. Here we use nv = nθ = 100. ve transitions from a fast initial velocity class.
The state space for the Markov model is then dened as S = {(vj , θk )| 1 ≤ j ≤ nv , 1 ≤ k ≤ nθ }.
The transition probabilities for this model are estimated by counting the transitions from velocity
classes in the training data. This corresponds to
the maximum likelihood estimation of the model
parameters.
3.1.1

This corresponds to averaging over periods that
are ten times the transition time scale. The simulations are also performed in two dimensions.
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the comparison between
the contaminant plume and the results obtained
from the Markovian model in 2D. The Markov
model shows a very close agreement with the data.
It specically captures important features such as
the position of leading and trailing edges of the
plume very well. In order to better visualize and
compare the plume evolution, in Fig. 5 we plot
the projection of the plume on the x axis. For
the results presented in this section, the model
is trained on the entire data set, using transition
data from all parts of the domain at all time. We
observe that the error on the training set is very
small.

Testing the Markov Assumption

Before using these transition probabilities to predict the contaminant ow, the Markov assumption of our model was rst tested. The discrete
version of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation [1],
is veried for lag ve transitions. Here we test
how well the Markov assumption can predict transitions with lags greater than one. Fig. 2 shows
a comparison between the transitions probability
from the model and the observed probability from
the data. We performed this test for other veloc- 3.2 Modeling using kernel density
ity and angle classes. The results conrm that
estimation
our assumption for using a Markov model is indeed consistent with the patterns observed in the In this section we describe the kernel density estimation (KDE) method to estimate the transition
data.
probability from one velocity value to another.
Using the fastkde package [4], the transition prob3.1.2
Plume Location Prediction
abilities were obtained much faster compared to
In this section, the transition matrix and the ini- the discrete method and we do no need to make
tial velocity distribution obtained from the train- any prior denitions for binning the data. This reing data were used to simulate the evolution of duces the amount of user-dened input required
the contaminant plume. The results presented for the training of the data.
in this section are for the case of ∆ts = 10δt. In order to test our method, we use data only from
3

Figure 5: Comparison of the contaminant plume
evolution predicted by the discrete model and the
Figure 3: 2D Comparison of the contaminant
data, projected on the x axis. Testing performed
plume evolution prediction: discrete model vs.
on the training set.
data. Testing performed on the raining set.
the breakthrough time.

Figure 6: Comparison of the contaminant plume
evolution projected on the x axis: KDE vs. discrete model for a time signicantly larger than
the test period.

Figure 4: Same as Fig. 3
but for a later time.

20 percent of the time were the fastest particle
is still in the domain to train our model. This
(i)
corresponds to using points with tn ≤ 0.2th (L),
where L is the domain length. Fig. 6 shows the
comparison of the plume obtained with the KDE
model and the discrete model after 580δt. The
breakthrough time for x = 0.75L is compared in
Fig. 7. These gures suggest that with less data
to train on the KDE model performs better in
predicting the contaminant plume location and

We dene the prediction error as the max norm
of the dierence between the predicted plume and
the data at t = 510δt, divided by the maximum
concentration at that time. The test time is signicantly larger than the training period (0 ≤ t ≤
120δt). Table 1 summarizes the errors for both
models. We found that both methods have small
training error, but the KDE model performs signicantly better on the test set. This is consistent
4

using both discrete transition matrices and kernel
density estimation. By averaging multiple particle transitions, our model is able to make prediction more eciently. Here the model is one order
of magnitude faster, since on average we combine
10 particle transitions compared to the previously
proposed models. Moreover, We showed that by
using only a small fraction of the velocity time series data, we are able to make predictions for signicantly later times. These results show that the
studied model is indeed very promising in making
prediction on large scale problems using limited
data from small domains. It was also found that
Figure 7: Comparison of the break through time the KDE method was able to predict ow betfor x = 0.75L: KDE vs. discrete model.
ter and obtained a lower testing error than the
discrete method.
with previous results that showed the KDE model
Acknowledgements
makes better predictions on the plume spread- 5
ing and breakthrough for larger times. The KDE
method performs better than the discrete model The authors acknowledge professor Hamdi
in the test error, due to the fact it is tting a func- Tchelepi from the Energy Resources Engineering
tion to the probabilities and the continuity be- department for helpful discussions.
tween velocity classes is better maintained. This
results in better predictions for regimes that the
model has not yet seen. As it also has less model
parameters to t, it would suer from less overtting. Having these extra parameters for the discrete case is reected in the slightly better t for
the training data. It is also observed that the performance of the KDE model does not change as
much when testing compared to the performance
on the training data, whereas we observe a big
change in the performance of the discrete model.
discrete
KDE

training error
0.042
0.128

test error
0.206
0.106

Table 1: summary of test and training error for
both models
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Conclusions

We used a Markovian model in time to study contaminant particle dispersion in a porous media
5
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